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University of Redlands
Orton Center
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The Board of Directors of the Applied Geography Conferences invites you to participate at the 2011 Conference in Redlands, California.

For over three decades, the Applied Geography Conferences has provided a forum for the exchange and critique of ideas related to the application of geographic concepts, analytical techniques, data and methods. The conference brings together practitioners, academics, and other professionals who seek geographic solutions and explanations to societal problems.

Papers given are eligible to be submitted for review for inclusion in the annual conference publication Papers of the Applied Geography Conference. All papers submitted for publication go through a rigorous double blind review process. In addition to paper sessions, the conference also features panel discussions, exhibits, poster presentations, field trips, and special events. Authors of selected papers will be invited for submitting expanded versions of their manuscripts to a special issue of the International Journal of Applied Geospatial Research.

Conference Website: [http://applied.geog.kent.edu](http://applied.geog.kent.edu)

Conference Contacts:
Jay Lee (jlee@kent.edu);
Diana Sinton (Diana_Sinton@redlands.edu);
Shelli Stockton (sstockton@esri.com);
Catherine Walker (Catherine_Walker@redlands.edu)

Suggested lodging:
Ayres Hotel, (909) 335-9024. 1015 W. Colton Ave, Redlands, CA 92374

Special Sessions:
- Retail Geography
  Continuing the great success from AGC2010, Sessions for Business/Retail Geography will be on 10/20/2011.
- Technical workshops
  Offered on 10/19/2011 in areas of GIS, Business Geography, Spatial Analysis, and many more…
- Please call to find out more…

Conference Registration, Due Dates & Student Papers/Poster Competition

Expression of intent to submit abstracts for papers or posters must be made to the Applied Geography Conference Board of Directors by May 20, 2011. To have your work considered for publication in the conference proceedings, please submit your manuscripts by June 3, 2011.

Paper title, 150-word abstract, AV needs, and session titles can be submitted to: Jay Lee (jlee@kent.edu).

The Applied Geography Conference is pleased to announce a Student Poster Competition. Student presentations in the form of either papers or posters emphasizing the application of empirically based research to human and environmental problem-solving will be the focus of the competition.

Student Poster Competition. Paper Abstracts Due: May 20, 2011
Manuscripts Due: June 3, 2011